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Failures of Operation
Social engineering



Baiting
Very simple physical attack 

1. Preload USB keys with malware 
2. Drop the keys in public, near victims 
3. Wait for victims to pick up and plug in 
4. Victim executes malware 
• Either by accident due to curiosity 
• Or autorun by the OS (e.g. Windows)
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Baiting
Mr. Robot FTW ;)

Very simple physical attack 

1. Preload USB keys with malware 
2. Drop the keys in public, near victims 
3. Wait for victims to pick up and plug in 
4. Victim executes malware 
• Either by accident due to curiosity 
• Or autorun by the OS (e.g. Windows)



Tailgating
Technique used by penetration testers 
Goal: break in to a secure facility 
• Security guards at the main entrance 
• All doors have keycard access control 

Idea: 
1. Wait for an unsuspecting employee to open 

a door 
2. Follow them inside 
3. Leverages courtesy bias and ingroup bias



Phishing
Attempts to coerce sensitive info from 
targets 
Spread via email, SMS, messaging apps 
• Careful framing 
• Banks, social networks, webmail 

• Leverages urgency 
• “You will lose access to your account!” 

Trick the victim into visiting a carefully 
constructed landing page 
• User inputs sensitive info 
• Passwords, social security numbers, credit 

cards, bank accounts, etc.



John Podesta Phishing 
Email
• Sent by Russian intelligence to 

Clinton campaign staffers 

• Podesta (campaign manager) 
asked IT if the mail was legit 

• IT erroneously responded “this is 
a legitimate email” 

• Account compromised, emails 
dumped to Wikileaks 

• Massive political scandal
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Spear Phishing
Advanced form of phishing 
Highly targeted emails sent to high-value victims 
• Includes many details about the target 
• Does not trigger spam filters 

Very challenging to detect by people and anomaly detectors 
• May be sent from hacked, legit email accounts 
• Or may use crafted domain names 
• E.g. googlemail.com



Mencer, Jakobsson, Tsow



VOIP Phishing

• Lure:  Get victim to call a bogus 
800... number about their 
account.

• Hook:  Have the human on the 
other end extract the victim’s 
information.



From: FlagStar Bank <usflag60536@flagstar.com>
Date: 11 Sep 2007 10:55:21 -0400
To: <samyers@indiana.edu>
Subject: You have one new private message

Dear FlagStar Bank card holder,

You have one new private message.

Please call free 800-870-8124 to listen to your private 
message.

Copyright ©2007 FlagStar Bank

Source: Steven Myers, IU
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DNS Attack + Phishing = Pharming

• Lure:  Attack victim’s DNS in 
order to convince them to 
navigate to a bogus site.

• Hook:  A website designed to 
mimic legitimate site and collect 
confidential information.



http://www.clker.com/clipart-1826.html

Addr for mybank.com? Addr for mybank.com?

Authoritative NS
Local DNS

fake response



CEO Fraud
Specific type of spear phishing
Targets employees with access to corporate bank accounts
• Attacker impersonates the company CEO
• Asks that money be wired to the attacker’s bank account



CEO Fraud
Specific type of spear phishing
Targets employees with access to corporate bank accounts
• Attacker impersonates the company CEO
• Asks that money be wired to the attacker’s bank account

Exploits many cognitive biases
• Context and framing – Uses real names, jargon, and writing style
• Authority bias – orders from the CEO
• Creates a sense of urgency – “payment is late, send right away”



CEO Fraud
Specific type of spear phishing
Targets employees with access to corporate bank accounts
• Attacker impersonates the company CEO
• Asks that money be wired to the attacker’s bank account

Exploits many cognitive biases
• Context and framing – Uses real names, jargon, and writing style
• Authority bias – orders from the CEO
• Creates a sense of urgency – “payment is late, send right away”

Attacker may follow-up with more emails or calls
• Further increases the sophistication of the attack
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Advance-fee Scams
Also known as Nigerian prince or 
419 scams 
• Known as the “Spanish prisoner” con 

in the 18th century 

Attacker entices the victim with 
promise of huge financial reward 
But, victim must pay a small fee up-
front



REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE-STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
I am Dr. Bakare Tunde, the cousin of Nigerian Astronaut, Air Force Major Abacha Tunde. He was the 
first African in space when he made a secret flight to the Salyut 6 space station in 1979. He was on a 
later Soviet spaceflight, Soyuz T-16Z to the secret Soviet military space station Salyut 8T in 1989. He 
was stranded there in 1990 when the Soviet Union was dissolved. His other Soviet crew members 
returned to earth on the Soyuz T-16Z, but his place was taken up by return cargo. There have been 
occasional Progrez supply flights to keep him going since that time. He is in good humor, but wants 
to come home. 
In the 14-years since he has been on the station, he has accumulated flight pay and interest 
amounting to almost $ 15,000,000 American Dollars. This is held in a trust at the Lagos National 
Savings and Trust Association. If we can obtain access to this money, we can place a down payment 
with the Russian Space Authorities for a Soyuz return flight to bring him back to Earth. I am told this 
will cost $ 3,000,000 American Dollars. In order to access the his trust fund we need your 
assistance. 
Consequently, my colleagues and I are willing to transfer the total amount to your account or 
subsequent disbursement, since we as civil servants are prohibited by the Code of Conduct Bureau 
(Civil Service Laws) from opening and/ or operating foreign accounts in our names. 
Needless to say, the trust reposed on you at this juncture is enormous. In return, we have agreed to 
offer you 20 percent of the transferred sum…

https://gizmodo.com/we-found-the-best-nigerian-prince-email-scam-in-the-gal-1758786973
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Scareware
Attempts to convince the victim to install malware on their system
Paradoxically, leverages people’s fears of security problems
• Virus and malware infections
• Data breaches

Distributed via online ads and compromised websites



Scareware
Attempts to convince the victim to install malware on their system
Paradoxically, leverages people’s fears of security problems
• Virus and malware infections
• Data breaches

Distributed via online ads and compromised websites
Whole fake antivirus industry around these scams
• More on this when you read Spam Nation
• Scareware companies have real customer support hotlines
• Sometimes the products actually remove malware
• But only from competing crime gangs ;)
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Context and framing: 
real security logos 

and product names
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Urgency: you 
are infected!
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Context and framing: 
real security logos 

and product names

Urgency: you 
are infected!

Familiarity: real-
looking security 

dialogs



Sextortion
Relies on three generalizations: 

1. People view porn on the internet 
2. People assume their porn viewing habits are private 
3. People reuse the same password across multiple services 

Leverages several cognitive biases 
• Urgency – “pay the ransom in 24 hours or else!” 
• Fear of privacy and intimacy violations 
• Belief bias – they have a password from one service, they must have it for all 

services
I
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Sent from “your email 
address” via spoofing
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Bespoke Attacks
• Attackers are constantly innovating new social engineering methods 
• The Internet makes information easily accessible… 
• … and people easily reachable



It is tax season again and I just experienced an other level of frustration. This afternoon I received a call starting with:  

- “Are you ———-? You are a PhD student at Northeastern university? You are from China and started from 2011 and graduating this year, right?” 
- “You are under a criminal investigation because you haven’t paid the education taxes (Form 8863).” 
... 
- “We know all your information and have been tracking you extensively for the last 2 months, because you are facing multiple charges." 

I was very suspicious of them and asked them how I could verify they were the real FBI. They said you can google the number and I saw this 

Same number, pictures, addresses, etc. I was very convinced and panicked. They told me I have two options:  

1) Pay the taxes today at IRS, or; 
2) They will call the police to arrest me immediately 

Definitely I choose option 1). Then they asked me to follow the exact procedure they told me: 1) stay on the phone, 2) do not talk to anyone about this because 
it is still a private case; 3) go to the authorized store (target, apple store, etc. ) to buy some vouchers to pay the IRS. It raised my suspicion again when they 
mentioned the voucher and the specific names of vouchers (I actually did take a cab to the Target on the boylston street because all the information looked so 
authentic), and asked them for verification again (my birthdate and SSN). They got furious, saying “OK, since your are not complying, we will call police to 
arrest you now.” Then my phone received an incoming call 

I
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Why so e!ective?



Humans rely on heuristics to handle 
cognitive overload



Heuristics —> Cognitive Bias

I



Cognitive Biases
Behavioral Biases

Authority bias 
• Tendency to believe and be 

influenced by authority figures, 
regardless of content 

Halo effect 
• Tendency for positive personality 

traits from one area to “spill” into 
another 

Ingroup bias 
• Tendency to give preferential 

treatment to others from your 
own group

Social Biases

Context effect 
• Cognition and memory are 

dependent on context 

Suggestibility 
• Misattributing ideas from the 

questioner as one’s own 

Memory Biases

Belief bias 
• Evaluation of an argument is based 

on the believability of the conclusion 

Confirmation bias 
• search out information that 

confirms existing preconceptions 

Courtesy bias 
• Urge to avoid offending people 

Framing effect 
• Drawing different conclusions from 

the same info, based on how it was 
presented 

Stereotyping

Evaluation ofan argument tend to believe Cognition memorybasedon believabilityofconclusion authorityfigures

searchfor information that
supports ourbelief postiepersonalitytraits

misattribute the
spillover to otherareas source of an

urge toavoidoffendingpeople idea

preferentialtreatment
drawdifferent conclusions from tf othersfromyoursamefacts depending oncontext
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Behavioral Biases
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• Tendency to believe and be 

influenced by authority figures, 
regardless of content 

Halo effect 
• Tendency for positive personality 

traits from one area to “spill” into 
another 
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Social Engineering Basics

Successful attacks rely on: 
1. Information asymmetry 
2. Context construction 
3. Elicitation and persuasion 

Cognitive biases are leveraged in all 
three steps



Mitnick on Pretexting

“When you use social engineering, or ‘pretexting’, you become an actor 
playing a role… When you know the lingo and terminology, it 

established credibility—you’re legit, a coworker slogging in the trenches 
just like your targets, and they almost never question your authority… 
People in offices ordinarily give others the benefit of the doubt when 

the request appears to be authentic. People, as I learned at a very 
young age, are just too trusting.”

Quote from “Ghost in the Wires” by Kevin Mitnick
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“When you use social engineering, or ‘pretexting’, you become an actor 
playing a role… When you know the lingo and terminology, it 

established credibility—you’re legit, a coworker slogging in the trenches 
just like your targets, and they almost never question your authority… 
People in offices ordinarily give others the benefit of the doubt when 

the request appears to be authentic. People, as I learned at a very 
young age, are just too trusting.”

Context and framing

Authority 
bias

Ingroup bias and 
stereotyping

Courtesy bias

Suggestability

Quote from “Ghost in the Wires” by Kevin Mitnick



Elicitation

Adapted from “Social Engineering: The Art of Human Hacking”

Idea promoted by Christopher Hadnagy 
• The ability to draw people out and make them trust you 

Leveraging elicitation techniques 
1. Be polite (courtesy bias) 
2. Professionals want to appear well informed and intelligent 
3. People are compelled to reciprocate praise 
4. People respond kindly to concern 
5. Most people don’t routinely lie



Persuasion

More effective when 
paired with cognitive 
biases 
• Authority bias 
• Belief bias 
• Confirmation bias 
• Ingroup bias

Ultimately, the goal is to make the victim take an 
action or reveal confidential information 
Psychological manipulation techniques 
• Appeals to ego 
• Making deliberate false statements 
• Volunteering information (credibility bias) 
• Assuming knowledge 
• Effective use of questions (suggestibility) 
• Quid pro quo: give something to get something in 

return



Follow-through
Suddenly dropping the victim arouses suspicion 
• Cutting off contact abruptly 
• “Ghosting” 

Provide logical follow-through 
• Conversations should end normally 
• Emails should be answered cordially 
• Give the victim normal closure



Kevin On Follow-through

“Chatting is the kind of extra little friendly 
touch that leaves people with a good 
feeling and makes after-the-fact 
suspicions that much less likely.”

Quote from “Ghost in the Wires” by Kevin Mitnick



Case Study: Phishing
Evaluating emails 
Evaluating websites 
Does training work?



Test

https://www.phishingbox.com/phishing-test



John Podesta Phishing 
Email





“vv” instead of “w”
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Why Do People Fall Prey to Phishing?
Evaluating the veracity of emails is challenging
• Non-spoofed header?
• Security indicators like DKIM and SPF?
• Personalization, e.g. your name?
• Quality of the text?

a



Why Do People Fall Prey to Phishing?
Evaluating the veracity of emails is challenging
• Non-spoofed header?
• Security indicators like DKIM and SPF?
• Personalization, e.g. your name?
• Quality of the text?

Evaluating the veracity of a website is challenging
• Realistic domain name?
• SSL/TLS lock icon?
• “Professional” layout and images?
• Quality and quantity of links?



Country code

Control Experiment D 95% CI p-value Cohen’s d

Origin Metric
3 Navigations 18.55 14.78 -3.77 (-6.78, -0.76) 0.014 0.17
4 Navigations 25.80 23.08 -2.72 (-4.73, -0.72) 0.0078 0.10

10 Navigations 13.37 11.10 -2.27 (-4.33, -0.21) 0.031 0.14
14 Navigations 20.40 15.65 -4.74 (-8.48, -1.01) 0.013 0.21
15 Navigations 18.57 14.31 -4.26 (-6.32, -2.20) 0.00005 0.24
18 D Site Engagement 0.88 1.40 +0.52 (+0.09, +0.95) 0.017 0.13

Table 3: Summary of our (blinded) per-origin analysis from our UKM dataset. The included rows are the origin/metric pairs that
were significant at the a = 0.05 level. The highlighted row is the only significant result after applying a Bonferroni correction
(a = 0.0008). All the differences have at most a small effect size (Cohen’s d).

tails about their reasoning: Can you tell us why you feel that

way? (If there’s nothing to add, leave blank.)

The final question appeared with the same login page
screenshot, allowing users to click on it up to three times
to mark the relevant sections: Click the item(s) on the screen

that make you feel that way.

4.1.2 Participants

We recruited U.S. participants through Mechanical Turk and
U.K. participants through Clickworker. We selected the U.S.
and U.K. because EV usage was common in these countries
(based on our dataset from Section 3), and we were unable
to recruit enough participants in other countries where EV
usage is common. Participants received a $.40 or e .35 in-
centive for participation. Our cross-jurisdiction collision sur-
vey ran from January 29 to February 3, 2019, with 592 U.S.
participants and 650 U.K. participants. Our Safari EV sur-
vey ran from January 29 to February 1, 2019, with 290 U.S.
participants and 305 U.K. participants.

Demographics. In both surveys, U.S. participants skewed
slightly older than U.K. participants, who were overrepre-
sented in the 18-24 age range. In the cross-jurisdiction at-
tack survey, U.S. participants skewed slightly male (55%)
and U.K. participants skewed slightly female (55%). Full
demographic details can be found in the Appendix.

4.1.3 Experimental conditions

Cross-jurisdiction collision survey. In this survey, we
randomly assigned participants to see one of five conditions
with a screenshot of the login page, each manipulating the
country code displayed in the EV indicator, as shown in
Figure 4. One condition omitted the country code entirely,
one showed the correct country code (US or GB), and three
showed incorrect country codes (MX, RU, and BR).

Safari EV UI survey. Safari changed its EV display in ma-
cOS 10.14 to no longer display the legal entity name. In this
survey, we randomly assigned participants to one of two con-
ditions. In the first, users saw the login webpage with the EV
display used in macOS 10.13, and in the second condition,
users saw the EV display from macOS 10.14 (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Five conditions shown to U.S. participants, manip-
ulating only country code.

Figure 5: Two conditions shown to U.K. participants, manip-
ulating display of EV to include the site’s registrable domain
(macOS 10.14) or EV legal entity name (as in macOS 10.13).

4.1.4 Data coding
Two researchers coded the qualitative responses on users’
comfort level, with one team member (the codemaster) open
coding the initial coding rounds, and the other iteratively pro-
viding feedback to the codemaster. In the final round of iter-
ation, both researchers coded all responses for both surveys.
Cohen’s k , a measure of inter-rater reliability, was 0.974 in
the cross-jurisdiction survey (with 95.3% agreement), and
0.949 (with 97.6% agreement) in the Safari EV formatting
survey, both indicating strong consistency between coders.
The codemaster resolved the remaining conflicts.

4.1.5 Limitations
Artificial scenario. As with previous lab and survey stud-
ies about browser identity indicators, our surveys are an arti-
ficial scenario. This approach has limited ecological validity,
as participants are not tasked with signing into a real web-
site, nor with their real credentials, and thus they may feel
less concerned than usual. However, in a more naturalis-
tic scenario, we would expect that users would also pay less

The Web’s Identity Crisis:Understanding the Effectiveness of Website Identity Indicators
USENIX 2019, GoogleO
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Two researchers coded the qualitative responses on users’
comfort level, with one team member (the codemaster) open
coding the initial coding rounds, and the other iteratively pro-
viding feedback to the codemaster. In the final round of iter-
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ficial scenario. This approach has limited ecological validity,
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Cnd 1 Cnd 2 Cnd 3 Cnd 4 Cnd 5

U.S.

Very comfortable 63% 63% 61% 56% 68%
Somewhat comfortable 30% 24% 25% 28% 21%
Neither comfortable 2% 4% 5% 3% 3%
nor uncomfortable

Somewhat uncomfortable 3% 7% 6% 6% 7%
Very uncomfortable 2% 3% 3% 8% 2%
n 121 120 115 117 119

U.K.

Very comfortable 48% 56% 46% 44% 56%
Somewhat comfortable 31% 33% 36% 39% 35%
Neither comfortable 10% 5% 3% 8% 5%
nor uncomfortable

Somewhat uncomfortable 6% 4% 12% 7% 3%
Very uncomfortable 5% 2% 3% 3% 2%
n 125 132 128 132 133

Table 4: Users’ comfort levels logging into a webpage with
different EV country codes. Cnd 1 is the topmost variation
shown in Figure 4 and Cnd 5 is the bottommost.

overall attention to security concerns because no one would
ask them about their comfort level before they logged in. We
therefore consider our results to describe upper bounds on
how EV indicators influence user behavior.

Demographics. Since we only surveyed U.S. and U.K.
participants, our results may not generalize to other contexts
and cultures.

4.2 Results
Across surveys and conditions, we found that most users felt
comfortable logging into each webpage, regardless of the EV
UI. In nearly all cases, we found no differences among users’
self-reported comfort levels with each login page.

4.2.1 Cross-jurisdiction collision survey
We found no evidence that the country code displayed in the
EV indicator helps users detect a cross-jurisdiction attack.

Quantitative results. In both the U.S. and U.K., partici-
pants were most likely to say they felt “Very comfortable”
logging into the webpage, regardless of the country code
presented. We conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test, and in both
the U.S. (c2 = 1.1783,df = 4, p = 0.8817) and U.K. (c2 =
2.4994,df = 4, p = 0.6447), we found no significant differ-
ences among users’ comfort levels in each condition. Table 4
shows the full results.

Reasons for comfort or discomfort. When asked to iden-
tify why they felt “somewhat” or “very comfortable”, partic-
ipants were more likely to refer to cues in the content area,
rather than Chrome UI.

Responses varied somewhat in each region. U.S. partici-
pants were most likely to describe feeling familiar with the
webpage (e.g., “PayPal is well known so it makes me feel

somewhat comfortable.”), while U.K. participants most com-

monly pointed to an HTTPS indicator (e.g., “the https along

with the padlock in the address bar”) but not EV-specific UI.
Participants referred to cues in the content area such as:
• familiarity with the webpage
• the page’s simplicity or ease of use (e.g., “I feel very

comfortable because it is easy to understand...”)
• the page’s general design (e.g., “A comfortable amount

of white space without the page feeling empty”)
• the page looking normal or expected (e.g., “The sign in

system here has followed a standard sign in page and

gives all necessary help”)
When referring to cues in the browser itself, participants

most commonly referred to the HTTPS indicator, specifi-
cally identifying the padlock icon (e.g., “Mainly because of

the padlock on the top search bar makes me think it’s secure

enough to use safely”). Participants also noted that the URL
looked normal or expected (e.g., “. . . the link web address

doesn’t look abnormal”). They were far less likely to refer
to EV UI specifically (e.g., “The site displays that it is secure

with a registered identity, PayPal Inc.. . . ”).
As many as 3% of U.S. participants and 14% of U.K. par-

ticipants in each condition referred to the site as safe or se-
cure, without describing their reasoning (e.g., “It’s a secure

bank login page”).
Few noticed oddities in the page’s country code (no more

than 8% in any U.S. condition and 5% in the U.K). Even
when participants did notice, it did not necessarily make
them uncomfortable (e.g., “I never noticed the MX on a Pay-

Pal page, but it seems legit.”).
Table 5 shows a subset of results of our open-ended ques-

tion about why users felt comfortable or uncomfortable.

Items on the page. When asked to “click item(s) on the
page that make you feel that way”, participants were most
likely to click the HTTPS indicator (but not EV UI specifi-
cally), parts of the URL, or page logos. Figure 6 displays an
example heatmap for these clicks. The other heatmaps can
be found in the Appendix.

These results suggest that many users do use HTTPS se-
curity indicators and site URLs to determine the legitimacy
of a website. However, in both qualitative and quantitative
responses, almost no participants appear to notice EV UI.
Additionally, these results suggest a cross-jurisdiction attack
could be viable in part because users infer the legitimacy of
a website from the presence of HTTPS indicators.

4.2.2 Safari EV UI survey

We found no evidence that the change in Safari’s EV format
affected users’ comfort logging in to a webpage.

Quantitative results. In both the U.S. and U.K., in both
conditions, participants were most likely to say they felt
“Somewhat comfortable” or “Very comfortable” logging
into the webpage. We conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test, and
in both the U.S. (c2 = 0.0808,df = 1, p = 0.7762) and U.K.
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Incorrect sign-in page

Figure 8: Conditions shown to U.S. participants, manipulat-
ing the URL display to emphasize the registrable domain.

Cohen’s k was 0.946, indicating strong agreement, with the
two coders in agreement 95.4% of the time. The codemaster
resolved the remaining conflicts.

5.1.5 Limitations

This survey suffers the same limitations as in Section 3.1.5:
namely, an artificial scenario and limited generalizability be-
yond the U.S. Additionally, in this survey, participants may
have responded to the novelty of the URL format, and not
just the URL content, making it difficult for us to isolate the
impact of the URL format alone. However, this did not ap-
pear to significantly impact our results because we did not
detect any significant differences across variations.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Website identification

Few participants noticed anything strange about the web-
site when asked to identify it. 85% of all participants
said the website was Google, when in fact, the address
said tinyurl.com. 13% of participants correctly identi-
fied the website by its URL. 1% described both Google and
TinyURL, and 1% provided a different response.

5.2.2 Comfort logging in

In all conditions, participants were most likely to say they
felt comfortable logging into the webpage, despite the suspi-
cious URL. Across the seven conditions, we found no signif-
icant differences (c2 = 2.847,df = 6, p = 0.8278). Table 8
shows the coded results of our question about why users felt
comfortable or uncomfortable logging in.

When asked why users reported feeling “somewhat” or
“very comfortable”, the majority of responses described
looking at cues in the content area, citing that the website
looked familiar (e.g., “Because it’s familiar. I’ve seen it

plenty of times.”), or that they trust the website that appeared
in the content area (e.g., “Google is a secure company”).

When describing discomfort, participants most commonly
cited oddities with the URL (e.g., “It seems to be an at-

tempt to spoof Google on tinyurl”). Relatively few par-
ticipants mentioned concerns with feeling unsure how they
would have navigated to this site (e.g., “Because I have no

idea how or why I’m here”), while some described feeling
unsure about the general security or safety of the site, but did
not specify why (e.g., “It’s an imposter”).

Notably, even in open-ended responses where participants
appear to have been looking at the URL, they did not nec-
essarily notice any oddities. For example, one participant
reported feeling “Very comfortable” with the tinyurl.com
URL: “Because the URL looks like a Google page should.”

Condition 6, which showed only the registrable domain on
the left of the address bar, stood out as the most distinct, with
users citing oddities in the URL and generalized safety con-
cerns at a disproportionate rate. However, the differences in
comfort level between the control and this condition were not
statistically significant (c2 = 0.4541,df = 1, p = 0.5004).

6 Discussion

6.1 Summary of results
In this paper, we used large-scale field data and surveys to
corroborate past results on browser identity indicators and to
contribute new findings.

Our EV field experiment (Section 3) found that removing
the EV UI has no effect on most user behavior metrics. How-
ever, removing EV UI did cause users to open the Page Info
bubble (Figure 3) less often, and it caused a small decrease
in navigations for one of the top 20 EV sites. Our experiment
corroborates prior work suggesting that EV UI does not help
users detect attacks [24], but at a much larger scale, with nat-
uralistic data, and with up-to-date browser UIs. The effect on
Page Info is also consistent with prior findings that users may
notice EV UI but not use it in their security decisions [33].

Our EV surveys (Section 4) are the first to study cross-
jurisdiction collisions and Safari’s recent EV UI change. In
all conditions across both surveys, EV UI did not appear to
affect users’ comfort levels when logging into a webpage.
Our qualitative data corroborates past results that users use
the content area rather than browser UI to make trust de-
cisions [12] and that connection security indicators can be
mistaken to mean that the site is safe [16]. We contribute
new findings that EV indicators are likely ineffective against
cross-jurisdiction collision attacks and that Safari’s old and
new EV UIs have similar impacts on users’ comfort levels.

The Web’s Identity Crisis:Understanding the Effectiveness of Website Identity Indicators
USENIX 2019, Google
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Figure 8: Conditions shown to U.S. participants, manipulat-
ing the URL display to emphasize the registrable domain.

Cohen’s k was 0.946, indicating strong agreement, with the
two coders in agreement 95.4% of the time. The codemaster
resolved the remaining conflicts.

5.1.5 Limitations

This survey suffers the same limitations as in Section 3.1.5:
namely, an artificial scenario and limited generalizability be-
yond the U.S. Additionally, in this survey, participants may
have responded to the novelty of the URL format, and not
just the URL content, making it difficult for us to isolate the
impact of the URL format alone. However, this did not ap-
pear to significantly impact our results because we did not
detect any significant differences across variations.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Website identification

Few participants noticed anything strange about the web-
site when asked to identify it. 85% of all participants
said the website was Google, when in fact, the address
said tinyurl.com. 13% of participants correctly identi-
fied the website by its URL. 1% described both Google and
TinyURL, and 1% provided a different response.

5.2.2 Comfort logging in

In all conditions, participants were most likely to say they
felt comfortable logging into the webpage, despite the suspi-
cious URL. Across the seven conditions, we found no signif-
icant differences (c2 = 2.847,df = 6, p = 0.8278). Table 8
shows the coded results of our question about why users felt
comfortable or uncomfortable logging in.

When asked why users reported feeling “somewhat” or
“very comfortable”, the majority of responses described
looking at cues in the content area, citing that the website
looked familiar (e.g., “Because it’s familiar. I’ve seen it

plenty of times.”), or that they trust the website that appeared
in the content area (e.g., “Google is a secure company”).

When describing discomfort, participants most commonly
cited oddities with the URL (e.g., “It seems to be an at-

tempt to spoof Google on tinyurl”). Relatively few par-
ticipants mentioned concerns with feeling unsure how they
would have navigated to this site (e.g., “Because I have no

idea how or why I’m here”), while some described feeling
unsure about the general security or safety of the site, but did
not specify why (e.g., “It’s an imposter”).

Notably, even in open-ended responses where participants
appear to have been looking at the URL, they did not nec-
essarily notice any oddities. For example, one participant
reported feeling “Very comfortable” with the tinyurl.com
URL: “Because the URL looks like a Google page should.”

Condition 6, which showed only the registrable domain on
the left of the address bar, stood out as the most distinct, with
users citing oddities in the URL and generalized safety con-
cerns at a disproportionate rate. However, the differences in
comfort level between the control and this condition were not
statistically significant (c2 = 0.4541,df = 1, p = 0.5004).

6 Discussion

6.1 Summary of results
In this paper, we used large-scale field data and surveys to
corroborate past results on browser identity indicators and to
contribute new findings.

Our EV field experiment (Section 3) found that removing
the EV UI has no effect on most user behavior metrics. How-
ever, removing EV UI did cause users to open the Page Info
bubble (Figure 3) less often, and it caused a small decrease
in navigations for one of the top 20 EV sites. Our experiment
corroborates prior work suggesting that EV UI does not help
users detect attacks [24], but at a much larger scale, with nat-
uralistic data, and with up-to-date browser UIs. The effect on
Page Info is also consistent with prior findings that users may
notice EV UI but not use it in their security decisions [33].

Our EV surveys (Section 4) are the first to study cross-
jurisdiction collisions and Safari’s recent EV UI change. In
all conditions across both surveys, EV UI did not appear to
affect users’ comfort levels when logging into a webpage.
Our qualitative data corroborates past results that users use
the content area rather than browser UI to make trust de-
cisions [12] and that connection security indicators can be
mistaken to mean that the site is safe [16]. We contribute
new findings that EV indicators are likely ineffective against
cross-jurisdiction collision attacks and that Safari’s old and
new EV UIs have similar impacts on users’ comfort levels.

Cnd 1 Cnd 2 Cnd 3 Cnd 4 Cnd 5 Cnd 6 Cnd 7
n 132 127 130 124 128 132 137

Comfortable reasons

Looks familiar 36% 33% 35% 35% 38% 23% 32%
I trust Google 20% 17% 12% 15% 16% 16% 15%
Page looks simple / easy to use 8% 3% 8% 4% 5% 4% 4%
Site is secured or safe 5% 6% 6% 5% 6% 5% 4%
Page looks normal (unspecified) 2% 1% 0% 2% 2% 2% 1%
URL looks normal 2% 2% 0% 1% 2% 0% 0%

Uncomfortable reasons

The URL looks funny 23% 27% 33% 27% 30% 32% 33%
I’m not sure the site is safe (unspecified) 2% 7% 2% 7% 2% 13% 4%
I’m unsure where I came from / where I am 3% 3% 2% 0% 2% 3% 1%

Unclear or other 3% 6% 3% 6% 2% 5% 9%

Table 8: Coding results of the open-ended question “Can you tell us why you feel that way?” when participants were asked
how comfortable they were logging in to a site. Cdn 1 is the topmost condition shown in Figure 8 and Cdn 7 is the bottommost.

Finally, we surveyed users to determine if variations on
Chrome’s URL display can make it a more effective iden-
tity indicator (Section 5). None of our variations appeared to
make users uncomfortable to log in to a phishing webpage.
This survey corroborated prior studies showing that URLs
are ineffective identity indicators [12, 28, 40], and extended
them to show that several variations on browser URL display
are ineffective as well. There were small but statistically in-
significant differences among our variations; while a larger
sample size might yield statistically significant differences,
we think they are unlikely to be large effects.

6.2 Ineffectiveness of identity indicators
Removing the EV indicator did not affect most user behav-
iors, suggesting that an EV certificate does not provide a
good defense against phishing or social engineering. While
the EV UI did cause users to open Page Info more often,
users did not use its functionality substantially more often.
We therefore believe that users may notice the EV indica-
tor, but do not appear to use it in making security decisions.
Moreover, our survey results suggest that recent proof-of-
concept attacks against EV [11] would likely be effective,
and that simple UI tweaks do not make URLs an effective
identity indicator either. We conclude that browser vendors
should pursue more radical redesigns of their current website
identity indicators if they want them to be more effective.

6.3 Guidance for designing identity indicators
Based on our experimental results and our review of prior
work (Section 7), we provide the following recommenda-
tions for the design of identity indicators:

• Prefer active, negative indicators to passive indica-
tors. Our UI changes failed to make the URL an effec-
tive identity indicator. Prior work has seen some suc-
cess in redesigning EV indicators to make them more
noticeable [33] or more understandable [8], but not bet-
ter able to help users detect attacks. In contrast, ac-

tive warnings like SSL errors have been successfully
redesigned to reduce clickthrough rates [14]. We there-
fore recommend that the security community focus on
triggering active warnings when a website’s identity is
suspicious (for example, when a domain is suspiciously
similar to a popular domain), rather than relying on
users to notice and act on passive identity indicators.

• Prominent UI is an opportunity for user education.
Removing the EV indicator caused users to open the
Page Info bubble less (Section 3.2.2). This effect sug-
gests that prominent browser UI can be an opportunity
to draw users’ attention and educate them about the
browser’s identity indicators. For example, the Page
Info bubble could explain the site’s identity and how
users should take action on it. However, we saw that
in both our control and experimental groups the typ-
ical user never opened the Page Info bubble (4.65%
of users in the control group opened Page Info, while
0.45% of users in the experimental group did). It is
unclear if this is due to a lack of user understanding
or a mismatch between users’ goals and the controls
provided by Page Info. Additionally, prior attempts at
user education about identity indicators have been only
marginally effective (e.g., [24, 28, 40]). Combined, we
believe this indicates that more work is needed to un-
derstand if this approach is viable.

• Incorporate user research in identity indicator de-
sign. We recommend that browser vendors undergo ex-
tensive user research before launching new identity in-
dicators, via both browser telemetry and user studies.
As our work shows, both types of user research pro-
vide value: telemetry from field experiments can mea-
sure aggregate or per-site effects over large numbers of
users in naturalistic settings, whereas user studies can
provide insight into users’ thought processes.

85% of all participants said the website was Google, when in fact, the address 
said tinyurl.com. 13% of participants correctly identi- fied the website by its 
URL. 1% described both Google and TinyURL, and 1% provided a di#erent 
response.  

The Web’s Identity Crisis:Understanding the Effectiveness of Website Identity Indicators
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U.S. U.K.
Cnd 1 Cnd 2 Cnd 3 Cnd 4 Cnd 5 Cnd 1 Cnd 2 Cnd 3 Cnd 4 Cnd 5

n 92 120 93 93 115 83 91 81 83 74

Comfortable reasons

I’m familiar with this website 33% 26% 31% 40% 33% 10% 7% 6% 7% 14%
I see an HTTPS indicator 32% 16% 23% 19% 17% 27% 25% 21% 23% 35%
URL looks normal 8% 8% 15% 9% 10% 1% 4% 2% 4% 4%
Page looks simple / easy to use 9% 7% 9% 10% 7% 18% 16% 9% 16% 15%
Page looks well-designed 2% 2% 0% 3% 0% 4% 8% 14% 12% 3%
I see an EV certificate 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

Uncomfortable reasons

Country code looks strange 0% 6% 5% 8% 0% 0% 1% 5% 0% 0%
Page does not look normal 1% 1% 2% 4% 3% 1% 1% 0% 7% 3%
Page looks bland 1% 1% 4% 1% 3% 10% 2% 1% 5% 1%
URL looks odd 0% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 3%
Page looks poorly-designed 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% 7% 9% 7% 4%

Table 5: Sample results of the open-ended question “Can you tell us why you feel that way?” when participants were asked
how comfortable they were logging in to a site. Cdn 1 is the topmost condition shown in Figure 4 and Cdn 5 is the bottommost.
Full results are shown in the Appendix.

Figure 6: Example click heatmap, displaying what U.K. par-
ticipants say made them feel comfortable or uncomfortable
on a webpage with an RU country code in the EV indicator.

(c2 = 0.50313,df = 1, p = 0.4781), we found no significant
differences in users’ comfort levels across conditions. Ta-
ble 6 shows the full results.

Reasons for comfort or discomfort. Similar to the results
from our cross-jurisdiction attack survey, U.S. participants
were most likely to say they felt comfortable logging in be-
cause they are familiar with the webpage, while U.K. respon-
dents were more likely to say they felt comfortable because
they saw an HTTPS indicator. However, most participants
in both conditions also referred to content area cues, such as
the page looking as expected, or the page being simple or
well-designed. Table 7 shows the full results.

Once again, as much as 6% in the U.S. and 9% in the
U.K. said the website they saw is “safe” or “secure” without
mentioning whether the browser or content area made them
feel that way.

Cnd 1 Cnd 2

U.S.

Very comfortable 50% 47%
Somewhat comfortable 32% 30%
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable 4% 2%
Somewhat uncomfortable 8% 16%
Very uncomfortable 6% 5%
n 142 148

U.K.

Very comfortable 43% 42%
Somewhat comfortable 46% 39%
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable 3% 7%
Somewhat uncomfortable 3% 11%
Very uncomfortable 4% 1%
n 152 153

Table 6: Users’ comfort levels logging into a webpage with
different Safari EV UIs. Cnd 1 is the variation with the site’s
registrable domain and Cnd 2 is the EV legal entity name.

Participants said they felt uncomfortable logging in for
several reasons, varying by region. In the U.S., participants
were most likely to say they felt uncomfortable logging in
because they could not see the URL (e.g., “There’s no web

address present, so it could be a spoofed page”). In the U.K.
participants were most likely to say they felt uncomfortable
because something in the content area was poorly-designed
(e.g., “The page looks very cold and sterile”). Overall, how-
ever, participants were uncomfortable for very similar rea-
sons in each region. When referring to the browser UI, they
cited issues with the appearance or (in)visibility of the URL.
When referring to issues with the content area, participants
said the page looks bland or poorly designed.

Participants were split as to whether the EV indicator
made them feel comfortable or uncomfortable, with many
stating they wanted to be able to see the full URL (e.g.,

U.S. U.K.
Cnd 1 Cnd 2 Cnd 3 Cnd 4 Cnd 5 Cnd 1 Cnd 2 Cnd 3 Cnd 4 Cnd 5

n 92 120 93 93 115 83 91 81 83 74

Comfortable reasons

I’m familiar with this website 33% 26% 31% 40% 33% 10% 7% 6% 7% 14%
I see an HTTPS indicator 32% 16% 23% 19% 17% 27% 25% 21% 23% 35%
URL looks normal 8% 8% 15% 9% 10% 1% 4% 2% 4% 4%
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Table 5: Sample results of the open-ended question “Can you tell us why you feel that way?” when participants were asked
how comfortable they were logging in to a site. Cdn 1 is the topmost condition shown in Figure 4 and Cdn 5 is the bottommost.
Full results are shown in the Appendix.

Figure 6: Example click heatmap, displaying what U.K. par-
ticipants say made them feel comfortable or uncomfortable
on a webpage with an RU country code in the EV indicator.

(c2 = 0.50313,df = 1, p = 0.4781), we found no significant
differences in users’ comfort levels across conditions. Ta-
ble 6 shows the full results.

Reasons for comfort or discomfort. Similar to the results
from our cross-jurisdiction attack survey, U.S. participants
were most likely to say they felt comfortable logging in be-
cause they are familiar with the webpage, while U.K. respon-
dents were more likely to say they felt comfortable because
they saw an HTTPS indicator. However, most participants
in both conditions also referred to content area cues, such as
the page looking as expected, or the page being simple or
well-designed. Table 7 shows the full results.

Once again, as much as 6% in the U.S. and 9% in the
U.K. said the website they saw is “safe” or “secure” without
mentioning whether the browser or content area made them
feel that way.

Cnd 1 Cnd 2

U.S.

Very comfortable 50% 47%
Somewhat comfortable 32% 30%
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable 4% 2%
Somewhat uncomfortable 8% 16%
Very uncomfortable 6% 5%
n 142 148

U.K.

Very comfortable 43% 42%
Somewhat comfortable 46% 39%
Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable 3% 7%
Somewhat uncomfortable 3% 11%
Very uncomfortable 4% 1%
n 152 153

Table 6: Users’ comfort levels logging into a webpage with
different Safari EV UIs. Cnd 1 is the variation with the site’s
registrable domain and Cnd 2 is the EV legal entity name.

Participants said they felt uncomfortable logging in for
several reasons, varying by region. In the U.S., participants
were most likely to say they felt uncomfortable logging in
because they could not see the URL (e.g., “There’s no web

address present, so it could be a spoofed page”). In the U.K.
participants were most likely to say they felt uncomfortable
because something in the content area was poorly-designed
(e.g., “The page looks very cold and sterile”). Overall, how-
ever, participants were uncomfortable for very similar rea-
sons in each region. When referring to the browser UI, they
cited issues with the appearance or (in)visibility of the URL.
When referring to issues with the content area, participants
said the page looks bland or poorly designed.

Participants were split as to whether the EV indicator
made them feel comfortable or uncomfortable, with many
stating they wanted to be able to see the full URL (e.g.,
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“Decision Strategies and Susceptibly to Phishing”

• Julie Downs, Mandy Holbrook, and 
Lorrie Faith Cranor 
• 2006 
• Interviewed 20 normal people about 

their strategies for identifying 
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Methodology

Participants were asked to role play as another person 
• Given this fake person’s wallet, containing ID, a credit card, a social security card, 

and a note containing login credentials for Amazon and Paypal 
• Told to read this person’s mail and respond to them normally 

Inbox contents: Eight total messages 
• Three phishing 
• Urgent request from “Citibank”, link www.citicard.com, actual URL www.citibank-

accountonline.com  
• Reset password from “Paypal”, link “Click here to activate”, actual URL www.payaccount.me.uk 

• One 419 scam



Participants

20 total 
• 15 females 
• Age 18 – 65 (mean 27) 
• 50% white, 25% African American, 15% Asian 
• 95% used e-commerce sites 
• 70% used online banking 
• 25% reported being victims of fraud in the past



Email Decision Strategies
Email Legit? % Suspicious

Meeting Real 0%

“Cool Pic” Real 15%

Amazon Real 25%

Citibank Phishing 74%

“Great Article” Malware 85%

Paypal Phishing 70%

Amazon Phishing 47%

“Katrina” 419 Scam 95%
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Three identified strategies
1. Is the email personalized and grammatically 

correct?
• Somewhat good at identifying malicious email
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Email Decision Strategies
Email Legit? % Suspicious

Meeting Real 0%

“Cool Pic” Real 15%

Amazon Real 25%

Citibank Phishing 74%

“Great Article” Malware 85%

Paypal Phishing 70%

Amazon Phishing 47%

“Katrina” 419 Scam 95%

Three identified strategies
1. Is the email personalized and grammatically 

correct?
• Somewhat good at identifying malicious email

2. Do I have an account with this business?
• Not a good strategy

3. Companies send email
• Extremely naïve, terrible strategy



Sensitivity to Phishing Cues

Cue

Spoofed “from” address

Broken image links on the website

Strange URL



Interpretation of Security Warnings
Message Seen? Proceed Stop Depends

Leaving secure site 71% 58% 0% 42%

Insecure form submission 65% 45% 35% 20%

Self-signed certificate 42% 32% 26% 42%

Entering secure site 38% 82% 0% 18%

Overall, people tend to ignore warnings 
Participants were often inured 
• “I get these warnings on my school website, so I just ignore them” 

“Entering secure site” sometimes made people more suspicious! 
• The paradox of security



“Why Phishing Works”
• Rachna Dhamija, J. D. Tygar, Marti Hearst 
• 2006 
• Similar study: showed 20 websites to 22 participants, asked them to 

identify phishing sites and explain why they thought so



Methodology
• 20 websites, first 19 in random order 
• 7 legit 
• 9 representative, real phishing sites 
• 3 phishing sites crafted by the researchers 
• Final site: self-signed SSL certificate 

• All websites were fully functional

framingeffect
contenteffect
Hate



Participants and Overall Results
• 22 participants 
• 45.5% female 
• Age 18—56 (mean 30) 
• 73% had a bachelors degree 
• 50% used Internet Explorer (remember, its 2006) 

• Results: correct identifications ranged from 6—18 (out of 19) 
• No correlation with sex, age, education level, hours of computer experience, or 

browser choice



Identification Strategies

Strategy # of Participants Correct Judgements

Website content only 5 6—9

+ Domain name 8 10—13

+ HTTPS 2 8—16
+ Padlock icon 5 12—17
+ Checked the certificate 2 10—18
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“Who Falls for Phish? A Demographic Analysis of Phishing 
Susceptibility and Effectiveness of Interventions”

• Steve Sheng, Mandy Holbrook, Ponnurangam Kumaraguru, Lorrie 
Cranor, Julie Downs 
• 2010 
• Recruited 1000 people to role play as another person 

1. Look through an inbox and deal with the mail 
2. Possibly receive an educational intervention 
3. Look through a second inbox and deal with it

Q



Results
Condition Falling for phishing attacks Clicking on legit websites

1st role play 2nd role play 1st role play 2nd role play

No training 50% 47% 70% 74%

Popular training 46% 26% 67% 61%

Anti-Phishing Phil 46% 29% 73% 73%

PhishGuru Cartoon 47% 31% 70% 64%

Phil+PhishGuru 47% 26% 68% 59%
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Results
Condition Falling for phishing attacks Clicking on legit websites

1st role play 2nd role play 1st role play 2nd role play

No training 50% 47% 70% 74%

Popular training 46% 26% 67% 61%

Anti-Phishing Phil 46% 29% 73% 73%

PhishGuru Cartoon 47% 31% 70% 64%

Phil+PhishGuru 47% 26% 68% 59%

• Before training: 47% of attacks were successful, on average 
• After training: only 28% were successful on average (40% improvement) 
• But, willingness to click on real links also dropped slightly
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Cognitive Biases
Behavioral Biases

Authority bias 
• Tendency to believe and be 

influenced by authority figures, 
regardless of content 

Halo effect 
• Tendency for positive personality 

traits from one area to “spill” into 
another 

Ingroup bias 
• Tendency to give preferential 

treatment to others from your 
own group

Social Biases

Context effect 
• Cognition and memory are 

dependent on context 

Suggestibility 
• Misattributing ideas from the 

questioner as one’s own 

Memory Biases

Belief bias 
• Evaluation of an argument is based 

on the believability of the conclusion 

Confirmation bias 
• search out information that 

confirms existing preconceptions 

Courtesy bias 
• Urge to avoid offending people 

Framing effect 
• Drawing different conclusions from 

the same info, based on how it was 
presented 

Stereotyping

I
I



New attacks from the same problem:

Facebook most shared

fakenews 2018

Amplifying confirmation bias
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Table 1: Top fake news domains: Comparing fall 2016 to fall 2018

All (2016) Democrats (2016) Republicans (2016)
Domain Total visits Domain Total visits Domain Total visits

1 ijr.com 4361 bipartisanreport.com 1896 ijr.com 3130
2 bipartisanreport.com 2131 ijr.com 201 angrypatriotmovement.com 1202
3 angrypatriotmovement.com 1480 endingthefed.com 162 redstatewatcher.com 992
4 redstatewatcher.com 1135 greenvillegazette.com 76 endingthefed.com 792
5 endingthefed.com 1109 redstatewatcher.com 50 usherald.com 538
6 conservativedailypost.com 597 embols.com 39 conservativedailypost.com 529
7 usherald.com 573 truthfeed.com 38 chicksontheright.com 428
8 chicksontheright.com 542 dailywire.com 37 tmn.today 323
9 dailywire.com 475 worldpoliticus.com 36 libertywritersnews.com 309

10 truthfeed.com 430 usanewsflash.com 21 dailywire.com 307

All (2018) Democrats (2018) Republicans (2018)
Domain Total visits Domain Total visits Domain Total visits

1 dailywire.com 1322 dailywire.com 67 dailywire.com 1111
2 ilovemyfreedom.org 179 bipartisanreport.com 28 ilovemyfreedom.org 171
3 conservativedailypost.com 165 dailyoccupation.com 4 conservativedailypost.com 126
4 tmn.today 42 tmn.today 2 tmn.today 39
5 bipartisanreport.com 33 awarenessact.com 1 ijr.com 19
6 ijr.com 20 ilovemyfreedom.org 1 ipatriot.com 10
7 ipatriot.com 10 truthfeed.com 4
8 awarenessact.com 5 conservativefiringline.com 2
9 conservativefiringline.com 4 awarenessact.com 1

10 dailyoccupation.com 4 bipartisanreport.com 1

Online tra�c statistics among YouGov Pulse panel members. Fake news consumption is measured as visiting domains that were coded as pro-Trump or
pro-Clinton from among those identified by Allcott and Gentzkow 2017 (2016 definition).
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http://www.dartmouth.edu/~nyhan/fake-news-2018.pdf
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